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TOP REASONS TO
VISIT VIENNA

Vienna is the world capital of
music and culture

Vienna is a city with an
impressive imperial heritage

Vienna maintains a balance
between urban and green areas
in a way that no other
metropolis does

Vienna enjoys a reputation of
being one of the safest and
cleanest cities in Europe

Vienna is the top city worldwide
for conventions and corporate
events

Vienna - a city located in the
heart of Europe, accessible by
plane or train from all over the
world



UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Flying time from UK  /  2 hours 10 minutes

Time difference to UK  /  + 1 hour
Currency / Euro

"Gourmet  Tour off the beaten track" through the historical inner city,
including various tasting opportunities - 20 pax per group but can have
several groups

Pastry workshops or cookery competitions - max 30 pax per workshop

Tour through the Chocolate museum, with chocolate tasting and visit  the
museum shop - max 150 pax

Special themed walking tours, such as "In the footsteps of the Third Man",
"Vienna's Underground", "Music and Dance", "Architecture" etc - max 20 pax
per group but can have several groups

Waltz lessons at the famous Elmayer Dance School - max 80 pax

Art workshops at a number of museums - max 50 pax

Segway - max 60 pax, Old timer rally - max 30 pax, Interactive
photo safari - max 200 pax

Oldtimer tram and horse drawn carriage rides to gala dinner
venues in a historical palace or museum.  In the evenings, horse
drawn carriages can be organised from the hotels for an evening
transfer to the gala dinner venues (museum/palaces) - 4 trams and
3 carriages available - (1 carriage = 24 seats x 12 carriages - 288
seats)

Private reception in the rooms of the Spanish Riding School in
combination with a visit to watch the Lipizzaner Horses - max 150
pax in 3 adjacent rooms

Adventure tours through Vienna's Prater amusement park, with a
backstage glimpse of some great attractions



COSTS

This includes: 2 nights in a 4 star hotel on BB basis (single
occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing with lunch and 2 dinners.

TWO DAY INCENTIVE BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX
From €650.00 per person

CONFERENCE TRIP BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:
From €300.00 per person per day

This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB basis
(single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with
meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of main
meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request


